In continuation of our previous work on the quintet transitions ls2s2p2 5P-ls2s2p3d 5PO, 5DO, results on other n = 2 -n' = 3 quintet transitions for elements N, 0 and F are presented. Assignments have been established by comparison with Multi-Configuration Dirac-Fock ca1culations. High spectral resolution on beam-foil spectroscopy was essential for the identification of most of the lines. For some of the quintet lines decay curves were measured, and the lifetimes extracted were found to be in reasonable agreement with MCDF ca1culations.
Introduction
Doubly-excited states with four electrons are known to be populated in the beam-foillight source [1] . The optical transition Is2s2p2 5P-Is2p 3 5So which connects the two lowest quintet states has been correctly identified in the spectra of a number of ions (Li - [2] , Be I [3] , B 11 [4] , C 111, N IV, 0 V [5L F VI [6] and Ne VII [7] , tentatively also for Mg IX [8] ). Theoretical work, with results in good agreement with experiment, has been reported on this transition by various authors [9] [10] [11] . In addition, the transitions Be I 1s2s2p3p 5P: IS2p2 3p 5So and Is2s2p4p 5P-l s2p24p 5So ha ve been observed [12, 13] . In an earlier paper [14] we reported the identification of the Is2s2p2 5P-Is2s2p3d 5P"; 5DO transitions, for elements N, 0, Fand Mg, which have been identified by comparing experimental transition energies with theoretical ones obtained with the M ulti-Configuration Dirac-Fock program of Desclaux [15, 16] .
Here we concentrate on other n == 2 -n' == 3 quintet transitions for the elements N, 0 and F. As an example, an energy level scheme of the quintet states and transitions in question is given in Fig. I , for the case of oxygen. One should mention that the doubly excited quintet states lie in the continuum above the ionization limit Is 22s of singly excited four-electron states. They are stable against E I-dipole transitions to single excited states because their maximal spin quantum number S == 2 canot be obtained with the Is2-core. The same argument applies to the autoionization to Is 22sel 1,3L continuum states. Further, a11 quintet states considered lie below the Is2s2p 'r: limit, thus they are also stable against Coulomb autoionization to ls2s2pel 5L continuum states. Therefore optical transitions between these quintet states might be observable. Besides spectra for wavelength determination, decay curves were recorded at the spectral positions of quintet candidate lines as far as measurements were not hindered by strong blends.
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In the theoretical part below we show that for the quintet states with a Is2s2p core a treatment including the mixing of all states of a given complex is sufficient. This is in contrast to those n == 3-states with a IS2p2 core for which mixing with Is2s2p41 5L states has to be considered, at least for the elements 1"J, 0 and F. Experimental evidence for this can be found in the wavelength and lifetime data.
After abrief discussion of the theoretical method and the experimental facilities we discuss line identifications and lifetime measurements for the n == 2 -n' == 3 quintet transi tion.
Theory
For our calculations the latest version of the M ultiConfiguration Dirac-Fock program [16] was used. There are three stages of theoretical descriptions.
The first step is to incl ude into the basis ofjj-coupled states only those that originate from a single non-relativistic configuration. The coupling refers to "good" quantum number J of the total angular momentum. Misleadingly we call this the "Single-configuration" or "SC"-approach. An isoelectronic comparison between the results of this simple approach and experimenal results already is a powerful tool for identifying transitions in spectra [17] .
At the next stage, all configurations of a complex are included in the basis. This approach permits, for example, to describe the mixing between Is2s2p3d 5Do and Is2p 23p 5Do. For light elements (and thus LS-coupling) the mixing with the configuration Is2s2p3s is not important, because no 5DO state can be formed in the latter one. Such calculations in the complex include the linear part of the correlation energy [18] . Further constant contributions can be explained by including configurations from outside the complex. At present we da not attempt to calculate these further contributions; instead the difference between experimental and theoretical transition energies is evaluated along the isoelectronic sequence and its regularity is used to check on possible candidate lines.
This approach is useful and valid as far as no so-called "near perturbers" with slight changed core-configurations from other Rydberg series occur. In the ca se of the quintet transitions, this is in fact a problem for Is2p 231 configurations. They mix strongly with configurations of the form Is2s2p41 for the elements N, 0 and F, as discussed in this work. The influence of the mixing might be minor for Fand This theoretical approach was tested for the lifetimes of doubly excited n = 3 quartet states for elements C to F. The results are in good agreement with model-potential calculations of Laughlin [20] [21] [22] and with experimental values [23, 24] gained by the beam-foil method [25] . We emphasize that mixing inside the complex is essential for most of the quartet transitions, but mixing with near perturbers with n = 4 could safely be neglected for the n = 3 states. This will be shown to be important for some quintet states with configuration in the discussion below.
Experiment
The experimental work was performed using the 4 MV Dynamitron Tandem accelerator at the Ruhr-Universität Bochum. Stable ion beam currents of several J.1A could be obtained for the elements N,°and F. The ions were directed through thin carbon foils (of areal density of about 20 J.1g cm -2), produced by a glow discharge. Spectra were taken using a 2.2 m grazing-incidence monochromator (McPherson Mod. 247) which viewed the ion beam at right angles. A ruled diffraction grating with 600 l/mm and a holographie one with 3600 I/rn were used alternatively in this experiment.
The linearity of the exit slit displacement of the monochromator was monitored by a 60 mm travel Heidenhain moire fringe length gauge. A detailed description of the apparatus used can be taken from Träbert et al. [26] .
Intensity decay curves were recorded for those quintet transitions wh ich were not blended by other lines. In order to collect more signal, the more efficient grating with 6001/mm groove density but lower spectral resolution was used. The carbon foil was moved in steps along the ion beam axis, monitored by another 60 mm travel Heidenhain moire fringe length gauge. The signal at each position was normalized to apreset value of integrated be am current.
A measured decay curve is a convolution of the exponential decay (due to the lifetime of the upper state) and the "detection window" (which is due to the finite spatial resolution of the detection system). The upper level is usually repopulated by cascading transitions. In a deconvolution procedure, three of four exponential functions and an assumed detection-window shape are fitted to the experimental decay curve. The main decay component is then identified with the lifetime ofthe upper level. For most ofthe levels studied here, cascading amounts to less than 5 percent of the amplitude of the main component. For all levels with strong cascading (ls2s2p3d 5po, 5Do and Is2p 23d 5p), the lifetimes of the important cascades are known to be longer than the one of interest by at least one order of magnitude. Therefore we consider our fitting procedure justified even for these levels.
Starting values for the detection window parameters in the fit procedure can be obtained from geometrical considerations [27] . For very short lifetimes (under 15 ps), the width of the wings of the detection window is of the same order of magnitude as the decay length of the main component. In these cases, it was not possible to fit both parameters independently. To overcome this problem, the form of the detection window was determined experimentally from a strong spectralline in a nearby wavelength region for which the lifetime is known and the cascade problem is similar to the ca se of the line of interest. By change this requirement is, for example, 0, but it is very important for line identifications in N and has to be taken care of in a theoretical approach. This will be demonstrated when we discuss the line identifications in detail in section 5.
The spectral resolution obtained in the experiment is high, but it is still insufficient to analyse fine structure. Therefore the position of the LS terms is determined by averaging statistically over the calculated fine structure states.
The total energy obtained from these self-consistent calculations also includes the contributions of the Breit interaction, i.e. the magnetic interaction and retardation in perturbation theory. QED effects are taken into account by using the effective nuclear charge ZeiT in the formulas of QED, which is calculated from an analogue hydrogenic orbital with the same expectation value of ras the MCDF orbital in question.
The existing MCDF code was extended in order to be able to calculate transition probabilities, too. Upper and lower states of the transition were calculated with independent sets of one-electron orbitals. The consequent non-orthogonality of the orbitals was corrected partly by multiplying the transition matrix elements by the overlaps of 'the non-active orbitals. Differences of the lifetimes of different sublevels J of a given LS-term typically turned out in a range of less than five percent. Again a statistical average over fine structure levels is carried out. Of the n' = 3 quintet levels, only the n = 2 -n' = 3 radiative decay channel was considered and therefore only partial lifetimes have been evaluated. However, according to the calculations by Chen [19] , autoionization and intercombination decay to singly excited states can be neglected for the elements considered here. fulfilled for the transitions Is2s2p2 5P-Is2s2p3d 5P", 5Do by the transition Is 22p 2po-ls 23d 2D [14, 28] . Thus the window parameters ean be kept fixed in the appropriate fitting proeedure. Lifetimes even of the short-lived quintet states ean then be determined, albeit with fairly large error bars.
Transition ls2s2p2 5P-ls2p3s 5P"
After investigating the transitions Is2s2p2 5P-ls2s2p3d 5P";
5D
O [14] we studied the transition Is2s2p2 5P-ls2s2p3s 5P": As diseussed in the theoretieal part, we do not expeet any near perturbers to have a notable influenee on the states Is2s2p3s 5P" and Is2s2p3d 5P"; 5D
O (Fig. 1) . However, for all three elements N, 0 and F, high resolution speetra were neeessary to identify the transitions correetly. Figure 2 shows this exemplarily for the transition Is2s2p2 5P-Is2s2p3s 5P" in fluorine. An attempt using the' grating with 6001/mm failed because of insufficient resolution. A spectrum recorded using the 36001/mm holographie grating, however, shows, besides the transition F V Is 22s22p 2po-ls 22s24d 2D at its expected position [28] , another line at (13.429 ± 0.003) nm that was identified with the above quintet transition. One should mention that both fine structure eomponents of the F. V transition, (1/2-3/2) and (3/2-5/2; 3/2-3/2) show up with the relative intensity of I : 2 as expeeted in LS-eoupling (Fig. 2) .
For oxygen, even a measurement with the high-resolving power grating was not sufficient to resolve the quintet line from the transition 0 IV Is 22s2 p2 4p-ls 22p23p 48° [28] .
Measurements at different ion energies, comparing the line intensity with that of the transitions 0 IV Is 22s2p24p-Is22p 23p 4p o, nevertheless confirmed the line at (18.344 ± 0.005) nm to originate from a transition in a four-electron ion.
In the case of nitrogen, spectra recorded with narrow slits (30,um wide) and using the 6001/mm grating -the grating with 36001/mm can, for mechanical reasons, not be used in this wavelength region -allowed a proper assignment ofthe transition Is2s2p2 5P-ls2s2p3s 5P", This line can be sufficiently weIl resolved from the Is 22p 2po-ls 23s 28 transition. the complex approach even eonstant. Thus the assignments are eonfirmed.
ls2p
23/ 5L terms For ls2p 231 5L states one has to take into account the mixing with Is2s2p41 5L states. This is extremely important für the case of nitrogen. This mixing will destroy the linearity of the correlational part of the transition energies along an isoeleetronic sequence. This eoncept was previously used für the identification of many quartet lines [14, 17] , the quintet transitions ls2s2p2 5p-ls2s2p3d 5p o, 5Do [14] and for the line ls2s2p2 5P-ls2s2p3s 5P" as diseussed in Seetion 4. The concept of our approach is to calculate the correlation energies of the upper states explicitly. This means that the mixing of all n = 3-states in the complex is taken into account and that the mixing with the Is2s2p41 5L states is incorporated, too. This was done by first calculating the n = 3 and n = 4 states in their own complexes. Only those orbitals taking part in the pair correlation in question were not frozen in the subsequent common computer run. The inner orbitals were frozen from the n = 3 states. The stability of convergence can be monitored [16] . This amount of extra correlation energy (circles without error bars) was then compared to the differences between experimental and theoretical transition energies of four transitions in question (Fig. 3 ). This latter difference (circles with error bars) is not linear for the two transitions as can be seen from the examples where three data points are available. In aIl cases the difference between the data marked by symbols, with and without error bars, is constant. This constant difference correlates with the Iower n = 2 state, and it is an indication that most of the missing, constant part of the correlation energy, which has not been calculated in the present approach, is due to the correlation energy of the Iower state.
Some of the identifications have to be discussed in more detail. Both transitions N IV Is2s2p2 5p-Is2p
O are identified with the line at (20.308 ± 0.007) nm (Fig. 4) , blending one another. The level N IV Is2p 23p 5P" is shifted down from its unperturbed position by mixing with Is2s2p4s 5P", Lifetime measurements confirm this and are discussed below.
The identification of the ls2s2p2 5P-Is2p2 3p 5So transition for all three elements is only tentative. Although states of the form Is2s2p41 5so do not exist, and therefore no mixing with near perturbers is expected, the strong radial correlation with Is2p3 5So cannot be handled in our approach. Furthermore, the line intensities are low as expected.
The transitions N IV Is2p3 5S-ls2p2 3d 5P" were found at 'r: at 24.7205nm [28] ( Fig. 5) . In this wavelength region the grating with 3600 I/mm cannot be used. In order to obtain sufficient spectraI resolution with the 600I/mm grating narrow slits of only 25 mm transition [29] .
In the following we consider transitions with a Is2p2 core of the upper state. These are: 1s2s2p2 5P-I s2p2 3p 5So , 1s2s2 p 2 5P_I s2 p 2 3p 5 P"; 1s2s2 p 2 5P-I s2 p 2 3p 5D O , 1s2 p 3 5SO-Is2p 23s 5p, Is2p3 5so-ls2p23d 5p.
800
Time Ips   Fig, 6 . Decay curves oftwo quintet transition: F VI Is2s2p2 5P-ls2s2p3d 5P"; 5DO, recorded at a beam energy of 5 MeV with spectrometer slits of 50 pm. The solid line is a fit curve with three exponentials convoluted with the detection system window function (also displayed). As expected, the curve with 5DO as the upper state shows stronger cascading. ""SC" means all configurations belonging to one single non-re1ativistic configuration. ""MC in complex" means that all configurations belonging to the comp1ex are taken into account. 
Is2 p :l 5so -ls2p23s 5p -ls2p23d 5p
Fluorine (2 = 9)
* Tentative assignment. tAlready published [14] .
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the experimental wavelength values, results of "Singleconfiguration" MCDF calculations are included.
Lifetimes of quintet states
For all observed and identified quintet transitions, lifetime measurements as described in Section 3 were attempted. For a number of transitions this turned out to be unsuccessful because of severe blending or low intensity of the transitions in question. For example, in the case of oxygen we were only able to investigate the state Is2s2p3d 5DO without such problems. As discussed above for the case of short lifetimes below about 15 ps, some of the window function parameters had to be fixed during the fit procedure. The detection window parameters can be experimentally determined from strong transitions where the lifetime is reliably known (e.g .  Is22p 2po-ls 23d 2D ). This procedure, however, leads to results which carry larger error bars, especially for the states o V Is2s2p3d 5Do, F VI Is2s2p3d 5po, 5Do and F VI
Is2p23d 5p.
Another indication concerning the correct identification of the lines is provided by cascades which appear in the ca se of the transition studied. Decay curves taken for the state 1s2s2p3d 5DO definitely show up with stronger cascading than those for the level 1s2s2p3d 5P": This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 which shows the decay curves of the transitions F VI 1s2s2p2 5P-l s2s2p3d 5P"; 5DO, respectively. Strong cascades were also found when measuring the lifetime of the F VI 1S2 p 2 3d 5P level.
As mentioned above, the nitrogen line at 23.308 nm is identified as ablend of two quintet transitions, N IV 1s2s2p2 5P-l s2p2 3p 5P" and 1s2s2p2 5P-l s2p2 3p 5DO. This hypothesis is confirmed by the analysis of the decay curve taken at this wavelength (Fig. 7) ). There are two strong decay components present in the data, with decay times which are in agreement with the MCDF-results. In the case of the 1S2p2 3p 5p o level the theoretical value takes into account not only mixing in the complex but also mixing with Is2s2p4s.
The nitrogen line at 26.543 nm also contains two components. The main component supports the identification of the quintet transition N IV ls2 p3 5S-ls2p2 3s 5P", The second (short-lived) component of (12 ± 5) ps is assigned tentatively to the sextet transition Is2s2p3 6so-1s2s2p 23d 6p. MCDF calculations indicate a lifetime of 6.7 ps. This sextet transition will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming paper [31] .
A summary of experimental and theoretical lifetimes is given in Table III . The theoretical results are only partial lifetimes which relate to the radiative decay branch to n == 2 quintet states only. Autoionization and intercombination decay (by change of spin) to singly excited states are neglected.
Conclusion
We were able to identify a number of n == 2 -n' == 3 transitions in the quintet term systems of N IV, 0 V and F VI.
This was achieved by comparing the deviations between the experimental and calculated transition energies and analysing smooth trends of these deviations along the isoelectronic sequence. Term energy shifts due to near perturbers were handled qualitatively in the calculations and ar~confirmed by the experimental observations. The identifications of a number of quintet transitions were corroborated by the analysis of decay curves. The lifetimes obtained largely agree with results from MCDF calculations.
